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I.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this policy is to provide guidance for University departments hiring internal candidates to
ensure the disruption to the candidate's current department is minimized.

II.

ACCOUNTABILITY
Under the direction of the Executive Vice President, the Associate Vice President for Human Resources (
Chief Human Resources Officer) shall ensure compliance and implementation of this policy.

III. APPLICABILITY
This policy applies to full-time non-faculty employees at University.
IV. POLICY
1. Rowan University often offers the opportunity for advancement to its full-time employees working in
administrative positions not only within departments but also via applying for openings in other
departments and divisions. This is an important opportunity not just for the employee but for the
University, because it allows for the full utilization of ability and reduces the risk that quality employees
will leave the University. But the loss of employees to their current department and division can cause
needless disruption of vital functions. At the same time, the vacancy in a position gives the manager
and the University the opportunity to make strategic choices about whether the duties of the position
should be redefined to better fit the evolving needs of the department. The responsibility of those
making hiring decisions therefore includes responsibility for minimizing wherever possible the disruption
to the candidate's current department.
2. Accordingly, the following process and requirements must be followed unless otherwise prohibited by
the terms of employment (e.g., collective bargaining agreement).
a. All full-time employees of the University (excluding those whose positions are funded by grants)
must give three (3) weeks' notice before they resign an administrative position. The department
head losing the employee is authorized to modify this requirement at his/her discretion.
b. Before any position is posted, the head of the department posting the position ("hiring manager")
must obtain approval from the Human Resources Department for a salary range and title for the
position. Before the terms of possible employment are discussed with a candidate for that
position (whether or not currently employed by Rowan), the hiring manager must obtain final
approval from both the head of his/her division ("division manager") and the Human Resources

Department in writing for the specific salary and title. This is to promote salary equity within the
University across units and ensure that if a salary increase is to result for a current employee, it is
the result of material increases in the requirements and/or responsibilities of the position. In case
of disagreement, the matter may be presented to the Office of the President for final decision.
c. After the hiring manager has determined that a current Rowan University employee is the best
candidate for the position but before any offer (verbal or written) to hire that employee may be
made, the hiring manager must contact the employee's current supervisor to discuss the
employee's current performance, and review the employee's performance evaluations.
Employees who have requested confidentiality as part of the application process must be told
that because they are a finalist for the position that they will not be eligible for appointment unless
their current supervisors can be contacted for performance evaluations and their performance
evaluations read. If they do not consent, their candidacy for the position will be terminated.
d. To minimize the disruption of services when a current employee is hired into a new department,
the department head hiring the employee (the "hiring manager") must in every instance discuss
the candidate's move with the employee's current department head to make the move as
seamless as possible. This discussion must occur before the employee's final date in the current
position (or start date in the new department) is finalized with the employee. Agreement on a start
date must be reached between the two that is workable and feasible for both departments. If the
two managers cannot reach agreement on the effective date, the managers' supervisors must
make the decision. While the university's needs are paramount, any decisions must include
consideration of the implications to a current Rowan University employee of any delay in the
appointment.
e. It remains University policy that:
i. All searches must comply with all applicable local or statewide contractual requirements.
ii. No position may be advertised without the review and approval in advance of HR as to
both intended title and salary range for the position, as well as by the budget office as to
available funds.
iii. No position may be filled, by an internal or external candidate, in the absence of
confirmation by the division head that that the position is essential and must immediately
be filled, and an authorized written offer of employment.
iv. No offer may be made without the approval in advance of HR as to both title and salary, as
well as by the budget office as to available funds.
v. Offers of employment may only be made in writing, regardless of whether the candidate is
currently an employee or not. Offers must be made either (1) via an appointment letter that
has been specifically reviewed and approved in advance by the Human Resources
Department, or (2) strictly in accordance with, and without deviation from, a form
appointment letter that has been provided by the Human Resources Department.
vi. Offers of employment and hiring decisions not satisfying these requirements are void and
of no effect and will be cancelled.

